New battery 2.75 Ah,

Up to 40% more capacity*

This new battery fully complies with the original manufacturer's specifications covering of our whole range of cranes equipped with a NOVA transmitter or GL using the battery P-63418-95 or 84043425.

Battery ref. : 84086052

Characteristics:

- **Capacity :** 2.75 Ah,
- **Technology :** Nickel –Metal Hydride (Ni-MH),
- **Nominal voltage :** 3.6V.

Advantages:

- **Up to 40% more capacity,**
- A preferential tariff for a quantitative order,
- Compatible with the charger N-63418-94.

Only POTAIN batteries guarantee the correct operation of our transmitters. When using batteries sold elsewhere than in our network these can damage the electronics of our transmitters and in no case, we would be held responsible for the damage caused.

*Compared to the previous battery 84043425*